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High-level Summary of the Day 1 Training:

Introduction

Welcome to the first day of our training. Today, we will lay the foundation for your journey in creating a
successful online digital course.

Goal and Structure of the Challenge

The challenge is designed to guide you through creating a digital course that you can sell. By the end
of this training, you will have a course, sales materials, and a launch plan.

The Power of AI in Course Creation

Leverage AI to expedite your course creation process, making it more efficient and effective.

Historical Success: A Lesson from "Little Blue Books"

Consider the success of E. Haldeman-Julius's "Little Blue Books" as a model for creating accessible
and desirable content.

Objectives of the Challenge

● Create a course that is ready to sell.
● Develop sales materials.
● Plan your course launch.

Choosing Your Niche with Ikigai

Identify a niche that intersects your passions, skills, market needs, and potential for profit.
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Identifying Trends with AI

Use AI tools to spot current trends in your chosen niche to ensure your course is relevant and
demanded.

Actionable Steps for Day 1

 Understand the Challenge: Familiarize yourself with the goals and structure of the 5-day
challenge.

 Explore AI Tools: Identify AI tools that can support your course creation process.
 Reflect on Historical Successes: Consider the strategies used by successful predecessors in

digital content creation.
 Set Your Objectives: Clearly define what you aim to achieve by the end of this challenge.
 Find Your Niche: Use the Ikigai concept to identify a niche for your course.
 Spot Trends: Start researching current trends using AI tools.

Day's End Reflection

Reflect on the insights and information covered today. How will these guide your approach to creating
your digital course? Prepare for the practical steps and actions you'll undertake in the coming days.

Video Section Summary with Time Stamps:
Introduction to the Challenge [00:00:00-00:02:37]:

● The session opens with a detailed introduction, emphasizing the unconventional, AI-driven
approach to creating and selling digital courses. The challenge aims to equip participants with
tools and strategies for rapid course development and sales.

Challenge Objectives [00:02:38-00:05:12]:

● The presenter sets the primary objective: participants will create and prepare to sell a digital
course within five days using AI. The strategy involves emulating the success of E. Haldeman
Julius's booklet sales, modernized with digital tools.

Historical Inspiration [00:05:13-00:06:57]:

● E. Haldeman Julius's early 20th-century marketing success story serves as inspiration, with the
challenge adapting his booklet-selling strategies to today’s e-learning environment using AI
technologies.
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Course Creation and Sales Strategy [00:06:58-00:10:27]:

● Detailed plans for utilizing AI in course creation are shared, highlighting efficiency and
innovation. Marketing strategies for course sales are outlined, promising a ready-to-sell course
by the challenge's end.

Technical and Support Details [00:10:28-00:12:49]:

● The technical setup for the challenge is explained, including how to access support, materials,
and the importance of community engagement through a private chat platform.

Action Items [00:12:50-00:19:48]:

● Participants are given specific action items to start their course creation journey, including
market research, selecting a course topic, and initial content creation using AI tools. The
importance of daily tasks, engagement with the support system, and leveraging the provided
resources for maximum benefit is emphasized.

Day 1 Action Items Checklist
Complete your niche research:

What are you proud of?
What do you have training in?
What do people tell you that you’re good at?
What do you have experience at?
What the world needs (does the world need what you could provide):

Quora
Answer The Public
ChatGPT (best)

What you can be paid for:
Google
Affiliate Programs
Chat GPT
Udemy
Amazon

Based on all the above research, use the Ikigai method to identify 1-3 Niches.
For those niches, use ChatGPT to uncover the one that has the most emotionally charged
problems and goals. Identify 10 important problems or goals per niche.
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Using ChatGPT To Guide Your Ikigai Process:
Each prompt session is intended to stay in the same window. This way you “prime” ChatGPT to know what to
talk about.

“great. now use the concept of ikigai and act as an expert business market researcher to help me find 10
niche markets where there is a need like the concept of "what the world needs". Here are a few things I love
and am good at:

I love: [YOUR IKIGAI LOVE ANSWERS]
Am good at: [YOUR IKIGAI GOOD ANSWERS]”

If ChatGPT doesn’t give you a great answer, use something like this to guide it:
“In my case, I want to create an online course where I help people solve problems or achieve their goals. Can
you give me 10 more?”

Or, guide it further like this:
“I like the idea of helping people with [NICHE TOPIC]”, can you give me 10 more of those?”

Uncovering What you can be paid for part of ikigai:

Prompt 1:
“You're an expert in business and market research. Please help me use the concept of ikigai to find a new
business market that I could earn substantial profit in. I need you to evaluate my lists and help me come up
with the "what you can be paid for" part of the concept. Here's a list of the other 3 points of ikigai that relate to
me:
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What you love: [YOUR IKIGAI LOVE ANSWERS]
What the world needs: [YOUR IKIGAI NEEDS ANSWERS]
What you are good at: [YOUR IKIGAI GOOD ANSWERS]”

Prompt 2:
“please help me create a list of 10 different things I could be paid for as a online digital course.”

“What are some other ideas about [RELATED TOPICS YOU NOTICED DURING THE PROCESS] I could
maybe create a course people would want to buy?”

Chat GPT Session for problems and goals:

Prompt 1:
“please act as a business market research expert. Please provide me a list of the 10 most important problems
[DESCRIPTION OF THE PEOPLE IN THE NICHE] have when it comes to [NICHE TOPIC].”

Prompt 2:
“Now tell me 10 important goals that [DESCRIPTION OF THE PEOPLE IN THE NICHE] might have in
relationship with [NICHE TOPIC].”

Prompt 3:
“please search on the web for the top behavioral problems [DESCRIPTION OF THE PEOPLE IN THE NICHE]
have with [NICHE TOPIC]..”
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